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Abstract
This paper analyzes the various factors affecting the flying safety and flight control on plateau airports, and the 
problems of flying at plateau airports, pointed out the necessity to modify the pilot model on plateau airport hypoxia 
condition, proposed the method to analyze closed-loop stability on plateau airport conditions, and finally given some 
suggestions for improving flight safety on plateau airports
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1. INTRODUCTION
China is a mountainous country. More than one-third of its area is mountains area over 1500 m 
altitude. Therefore, flying safety on plateau airports is a special important problem for China. China has a 
long history of high altitude flight. Hump airline during World War II was the lifeline of China. Because 
of the difficulties and dangers of high altitude flights, the America Air Force lost a total of more than 400 
aircrafts and 1,500 pilots.
Modern aircraft flight performance has been greatly improved. The aircraft can be very easy to fly 
over high mountains, but still can not avoid the problem take off and landing on the plateau airport. We 
are talking about plateau airport flight problems, in fact, refers primarily to the flight in the terminal area 
of plateau airports, that is, take-off and approach and landing problems.
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It is much more difficult for an aircraft to take off from and land at a plateau airport than at a common 
airport [1]. The probability of accidents and incidents is also much higher because of the special conditions 
of plateau airports. Various factors affecting the flying on plateau airports finally come down to pilot 
control [2]. Current aircraft design specification does not take into account the special requirements for the 
plateau airport flying.
Therefore, it has an important significance to study the flight control of aircraft in the plateau airport, 
from aircraft design, flying training, airworthiness and flight operation. It will be helpful to improve flight 
safety of aircraft.
This paper analyzes the various factors affecting the flying safety and flight control on plateau airports, 
the problems of flying on plateau airports, pointed out the necessity to modify the pilot model on plateau 
airport hypoxia condition, proposed the method to analyze closed-loop stability on plateau airport 
conditions, and finally given some suggestions for improving flying safety on plateau airports.
2. THE FACTORS  AFFECTING  THE  FLYING CONTROL AND SAFETY ON PLATEAU 
AIRPORTS 
2.1. AIR DENSITY DECREASES
The aircraft flying rely on aerodynamics. The air density is thinner on higher altitude than on plain 
areas. It has a great influence to the flight performance of aircraft. As the altitude increases, air density
decreases. Aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft dropped significantly, therefore the aircraft take off 
and landing performance dropped significantly.
   As the altitude increases the air density decreases, the take-off speed must be increased accordingly in 
order to achieve take-off requirements. Table 1 shows the air density and take-off speed changes with 
altitude.
Table 1  Air Density and Take-off Speed with Altitude.
       Where 
H : altitude
          ρ : air density
     ρ0 : air density at sea level
         V take off: take off speed (not consider engine thrust decreases)
         V take off 0: take off speed at sea level
         Here we did not consider engine thrust decreases. Actually, as air density decreases, the engine 
thrust decreases at same speed.
H（m） ρ ρ/ρ0 V take off/V take off 0
0 0.125 1.0 1.0
1000 0.113 0.904 1.052
2000 0.103 0.824 1.102
3000 0.0927 0.740 1.162
4000 0.0835 0.668 1.224
5000 0.0751 0.608 1.282
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Therefore, as air density decreases, the aircraft take off and landing performance decreases, because
the aircraft lift decreases and engine thrust decreases at same speed.
For same reason, the damping characteristics of aircraft decreases on plateau airport flying. This will 
cause the dynamic stability decreases, and will bring to the pilot the difficulties to control the aircraft and
the special training requirements.
2.2. COMPLEX TERRAIN
Usually the plateau airport terrain is complex. The clearance environment is poor. Aircraft take-off 
climb track and approach and landing track have certain design requirements, which is related with 
aircraft aerodynamic characteristics, engine characteristics, navigation system characteristics, flight 
control system, autopilot and flight control law, and so on. Complex terrain of plateau airports increases 
the difficulty to control an aircraft for pilots.
2.3 PLATEAU AIRPORT COMPLEX WEATHER
The weather on plateau airport is Complex and changeful, which increases flight difficulties.
2.3.1 The Complex Airflow
Because the affection of local terrain changes in plateau airports, the air flow field on plateau airports
is very complex and changeful. It has more strong turbulence, gusts, wind shear than on common airports, 
and it has some special airflow which is rarely to meet on common airports, such as the cyclone, strong 
up wash, strong down wash and side wash flows. 
2.3.2 The Rapid Changes in Visibility
The visibility on plateau airports can rapidly change in a short time. This not only caused to the  
aircraft's flight control difficulties, but also brought difficulties to the flight management.
2.3.3 Temperature change
Temperature change on plateau airport is very large. In one day temperature change can up to 300。C. 
The temperature change will affect the air density, thus affecting the aircraft's take off and landing 
performance. If the pilots ignore this factor during take-off and landing, it may cause serious problems.
2.4 THE AFFECT TO THE PILOT CHARACTERISTICS ON PLATEAU AIRPORTS
The lower air density on plateau airports, the aircraft performance degradation, the complex terrain and 
the bad weather condition have caused many difficulties to the pilots. Unfortunately, due to lack of 
oxygen on plateau airports, the pilot's own characteristics and capabilities have also been adversely 
affected [3]:
(1) The pilot's vision response becomes slower
The pilot's visual clarity is deterioration due to lack of oxygen, the pilot sensitivity to external situation 
changes become worse.
(2) The pilot psychological response become slower
The pilot's ability to make judge and decision become slower. The pilot's error rate increased. It is 
relatively easier to make judgments and control error.
(3) The pilot's physical motion response become slower 
The pilot's muscle explosive force and sustained force become weaker. This will affect his capacity for
emergency situations.
The affection factors of plateau airports to the pilot characteristics are very complex and sometimes
uncertain.
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a. The affect of altitude:
The higher the altitude, air density is lower. More severe hypoxia, the more serious impact
b. Hypoxia time:
The affect of short time hypoxia and long time hypoxia on the human body is different.
c. the transition process:
Experience has shown that it is not the same response to access to high altitude by different transition 
process. 
d. The response is different from person to person, and different from different status.
The bad affect of plateau airports to pilot’s characteristics will be reflected on the pilot mathematics 
model.
3. THE PROBLEMS WHICH MAYBE OCCUR ON PLATEAU AIRPORT FLYING
For all these adverse effect, when aircraft flying on plateau airports it is easier to occur the following 
problems:
3.1 TAKE-OFF DIFICULTY
It will be more difficult to take off at higher airport for a same aircraft. The take off speed will be larger. 
The take-off distance will be longer. If the runway is not long enough, the aircraft will be easier to rush 
out the runway. If the pilots pull control stick too fast to take off, the aircraft will be easier to stall.
3.2 LANDING DIFICULTY
For a same aircraft, It will also be more difficult to landing on plateau airports. The landing speed will 
be larger. It will be more difficult to control landing precision. The aircraft will be easier rush out the 
runway. And the tires of the aircraft will be easier to blowout.
3.3 THE EMERGENCY GO AROUND
Sometimes it is necessary to go around during approach and landing. Due to the complex terrain and
the poor clearance environment of plateau airports, when an aircraft need emergency go around some
problems can easily occur on plateau airports.
3.4 CLOSED - LOOP STABILITY
There are three factors to affect aircraft closed-loop stability: characteristics of the aircraft body; 
external disturbances and pilot's control.
In plateau airport flight conditions, because of complex terrain, complex and bad weather conditions, 
and the complex external flow field the aircrafts need better closed loop stability. However, due to the 
smaller aircraft damping, the aircraft's dynamic stability is deteriorated, which making the aircraft closed-
loop stability deteriorated. Because of lack of oxygen, the pilot’s characteristics and capabilities have also 
been adversely affected. Therefore, it will be easier to meet closed-loop stability problems in the plateau 
airport flying conditions.
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4. TO MODIFY THE PILOT MATHEMATIC MODEL ON PLATEAU AIRPORT CONDITION
During the closed-loop stability analysis, except to use ground flying simulators, we can also use some 
mathematic method. Then we can represent a pilot by a mathematic model. During aircraft design and
flying qualities analysis, the pilots are usually seen as a standard pilot [4]. This simplify the aircraft 
closed- loop stability analysis. During the closed-loop stability analysis on plateau airport condition, the 
standard pilot mathematic model is needed to be modified, because of the affect of lack of oxygen. In 
order to analyze conveniently, we can add a modification transfer function based on the original pilot 
model, or a simplified modification time delay amount. See figure 1:
Fhypoxia Fnormal Fmodification
Figure 1 the modification to hypoxia pilot
We can show it in this way: F hypoxia = F normal + F modification
There, F hypoxia is the pilot mathematic model on hypoxia condition, F normal is the pilot mathematic 
model on normal condition, F modification is the modification transfer function or a modification time delay.
Of course, this modification function or time delay is depends on many factors. In different situation it 
may have different modification. A lot of work needs to do for the modification model.
5. CLOSED LOOP STABILITY ANALISIS METHOD ON PLATEAU AIRPORT CONDITION
After we have the modified pilot mathematical model, this modification can be added to the aircraft 
flight control system model, so that we can analysis the closed-loop stability on plateau airports by the
traditional methods. In normal situation, the closed-loop system is consisting of normal pilot and a normal 
aircraft. On plateau airport condition the closed loop system consists of a hypoxia pilot and a normal
aircraft. Now we can think the system is equivalent to the system which is consisting of a normal pilot
and an aircraft which is added a modification pilot model or a time delay. We can call this method as the 
equivalent closed-loop system analysis method. See fig 2:
Hypoxia Pilot aircraft
Normal pilot
Aircraft +
Pilot modification
Fig 2  The equivalent closed-loop system
We can show it in this way:
F hypoxia pilot + F aircraft = F normal pilot + F aircraft + F modification
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There:
F hypoxia pilot is hypoxia pilot transfer function
F aircraft is aircraft mathematic model
F normal pilot is normal pilot transfer function
F modification is the modification to normal pilot
6. HOW TO IMPROVE THE FLYING SAFETY ON PLATEAU AIRPORTS
In order to improve aircraft flying safety on plateau airports, and to prevent safety problems, which 
mentioned above, we should analyze and study the various factors which will affect the plateau airport 
flying safety, and take action in aircraft design, in pilot training and in flight management.
6.1. TO ESTABLISH SHORT PERIOD AND SMALL AREA FORECAST SYSTEM
Most of the current weather forecast systems is large area weather forecast system. During the plateau 
airport flying, we are more concerning with small area weather changes around the plateau airports. In 
this case, the weather forecast requires the time period as short as possible. To establish small area short-
period weather forecast system will be helpful to improve the flying safety and flight punctuality on 
plateau airports.
6.2 TO STUDY SPECIAL AIRFLOW FIELD MODELS ON PLATEAU AIRPORTS 
The special airflow field on plateau airports is an important factor to cause flying difficulties. To 
establish special plateau airport wind field models and to study the formation law of these airflows, and to 
give special training to the pilots will be helpful to improve the flying safety on plateau airports.
6.3 TO STUDY AND ESTABLISH PLATEAU AIRPORT PILOT MATHEMATIC MODEL
Lack of oxygen is the important factor to affect the aircraft closed-loop stability on plateau airport 
flying. To study the affection on pilot characteristics in different condition is very important to analysis 
the closed-loop stability of the plateau airport flying. It will be helpful to establish an access plateau 
airport flying system, and a system to select and train pilots. 
6.4 TO ANALISIS THE CLOSED – LOOP STABILITY ON PLATEAU AIRPORTS
According to the conditions of plateau airports, to establish closed-loop stability analysis model and to 
analyze the closed-loop stability on plateau airports will be helpful to prevent the closed-loop stability 
problems and to improve the flying safety on plateau airports.
6.5 TO STUDY AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS FOR PLATEAU AIRPORT FLYING
So far, there is no any formal airworthiness requirement for plateau airport flying. Therefore, to study 
and to establish the airworthiness requirements for plateau airport flying is necessary.
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6.6  TO STUDY THE AIRCRAFT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR PLATEAU AIRPORT FLYING
Because of the special conditions of plateau airports, the aircraft must meet certain requirements to 
ensure flying safety on plateau airport flying. 
To study these special requirements, and give these requirements in aircraft design specification is 
important to ensure the flying safety on plateau airports.
6.7  TO ESTABLISH PLATEAU AIRPORT PILOT TRAINING SYSTEM
According to the conditions of the plateau airports to establish plateau airport pilot training system will 
be helpful to improve flying safety. The training system should include the plateau airport flying theory 
training materials, the ground flying simulator which should include plateau airport terrain visual system 
and special airflow models. 
6.8 TO ESTABLISH ACCESS SYSTEM FOR PLATEAU AIRPORT FLYING
In order to ensure flying safety, we need know what kind of aircraft can fly on plateau airports, what
kind of pilots can fly on plateau airports and what kind of airlines can fly on plateau airports.    To
establish plateau airport flying access system can solve these problems.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The low air density, complex terrain and complex and changeful weather conditions are the main factors
to affect plateau airport flying safety. Lack of oxygen will affect the pilot’s behavior, and will be easier to
cause closed-loop stability problems. In order to improve the flying safety on the plateau airport, to 
establish the corresponding mathematical models and analytical tools to study these adverse factors for 
the plateau airport flying will be necessary.
According to the recommendations presented in this paper to establish the small-area short-period 
weather forecasting systems, the plateau airport airworthiness requirements, the aircraft design 
requirements ,the pilot training system for plateau airport flying and the plateau airport flying access 
system, will be helpful to improve the flying safety on the plateau airports.
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